Guide to Working with the TributeNight Torso Order Form
N length: shoulder straddle, from front waist to
back waist over high point of shoulder

O length: around the arm at the AC joint used
for forming the armhole for vests, shirts,
thoracic sling wraps.

N
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M length: from AC joint to base of neck

O
L

L circ: under arms at level of the axilla

L

L
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K circ: over fullest chest/breast(s)
circ upper torso garment: under breast(s)
circ lower torso: 5 cm above waist or
desired proximal ending point for waist

K length: waist to fullest breast(s)

K

length: waist to below breast(s)

K

(as you would measure for bra band sizing)

K

J

J
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H circ: over hips or the anatomical

H length: from waist down to desired

H

landmark you have chosen for “H”

distal ending point of garment

G circ: around thigh at level of gluteal
fold; specify left and/or right

F circ: around leg(s) at mid-thigh;
specify left and/or right

L length: waist to axilla

G

G

F

F

B length: crotch straddle from front to back
waist; if necessary to help define body shape,
take as separate anterior and posterior

READ FIRST: IMPORTANT NOTE

B

L

For measuring all lengths, the natural waistline
(Landmark “I”) is zero, i.e.: use as the baseline
from which you measure all other lengths.
Measure up from the waist for J, K and/or L.
Measure down from the waist for H, G and/or F.

K
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Also measure any needed straddle lengths
(Shoulder Straddle “N” or Crotch Straddle “B”)
from the front waist to the back waist.
Upper Torso Garments: for mastectomy without reconstruction, note this in the comments
and which side if unilateral. For asymmetric body shape, it is helpful to take the J, K and L
circumferences in 2 parts, left and right, from midline to midline. Use comments to note
this. Thoracic Sling Wraps: indicate left or right for the unilateral chest/shoulder coverage.
Bustiers, Vests, Shirts and Dickies come standard with anterior midline zipper.
Choose: round, scoop, “V” or turtle neck (except Bustier).
Abdominal Binders and Thoracic Sling Wraps come standard with Velcro-receptive fabric
and Velcro closure. Use comments to request alternate closure style and for other notes.

G length(s): waist down to top of
leg(s) at level of the gluteal fold

F length: from waist to mid-thigh

